The near field of an apertureless near-field scanning optical microscopy probe is investigated with a multiplemultipole technique to obtain optical fields in the vicinity of a silicon probe tip and a glass substrate. The results demonstrate that electric field enhancements of Ͼ15 relative to the incident fields can be achieved near a silicon tip, implying intensity enhancements of several orders of magnitude. This enhancement arises both from the antenna effect of the elongated probe and from a proximity effect when the probe is near the substrate surface and its image dipoles play a role.
INTRODUCTION
Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) opens new scientific frontiers with its promise of spectroscopically probing individual molecules. Not only will it be possible to determine where the molecule is, as in conventional atomic force microscopy, but also to understand what molecule it is and how it responds to its physical and chemical environment. One option for observing the spectrum of a single molecule is to disperse the molecules so sparsely on the surface that the microscope focus contains at most one molecule. 1, 2 Studies of this type have yielded valuable and somewhat unexpected information on the fluorescence of single molecules as opposed to the average fluorescence of larger ensembles. 3 What is missing from this approach is the ability to probe a single molecule, or a portion of a large molecule, in situ, where it may be crowded in with many other molecules within the diffraction limit of visible probing light.
Conventional NSOM responds to this challenge by bringing a small-diameter aperture over the sample, usually a metal-clad optical fiber, through which either the illuminating or probe light must pass. 4 Theoretical resolution is limited to 30-50 nm in this case, however,, by the skin depth of the material cladding the probe tip, 5 while in practice the resolution is generally poorer than this. More recently a set of apertureless techniques, dubbed apertureless near-field scanning optical microscopy (ANSOM), overcomes this difficulty by replacing the optical fiber light pipe by a solid metal or semiconductor atomic force microscope probe tip. [6] [7] [8] [9] The probe draws the electric field to its sharp tip like a lightning rod, providing a resolution of the order of nanometers, comparable to the tip's width. 6 In a further refinement, the sample may be illuminated by evanescent light generated by total internal reflection inside the glass substrate on which the sample sits. In this case virtually all the light scattered into the far field above the glass originates near the probe tip, thus significantly boosting sensitivity. 10 To extract chemical information from ANSOM requires a spectroscopic technique that can probe a single molecule's internal states. The leading proposals for extracting this information are fluorescence and Raman spectroscopies. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] To make this spectroscopy work requires not only a localized source of light but a bright source of light, owing to the relative weakness of the oscillator strengths involved. Fortunately, several decades of research on surface-enhanced Raman scattering has indicated that nanometer-sized surface irregularities indeed produce enormous localized electric fields, 16 sufficient in fact to make single-molecule Raman spectroscopy feasible. 17, 18 In the context of apertureless metal tips illuminated from above the surface, large field enhancements were predicted as early as 1991 from electrostatic models 19 and verified again later in more realistic calculations. 20 The role of the frequency dependence of plasma resonances has also been investigated theoretically. 16, 21 On the experimental side it has been found that the field enhancement possesses a strong dependence on the light's polarization relative to the probe's axis. 22 In addition, a scanning tunneling microscope measurement extracted a field enhancement of ϳ1000 for PtIr probes and graphite or gold samples. 23 In this work the enhancements were understood by using simple dipolar models of the tip. Large enhancements have also been inferred from experiments that use silicon tips.
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Recently another type of ANSOM experiment was reported that also measured a large field enhancement.
14 In this experiment the probe tip and sample were illuminated by an evanescent field generated by total internal reflection in a glass prism. Thus the entire probe tip was not bathed in incident illumination, as had been the case in previous studies. The probe (which was made of silicon) was scanned over various polystyrene spheres doped with dye molecules. The resulting fluorescence signal versus the tip-to-sample distance fit a simple model that replaced the probe with an effective point dipole at the center of a hemispherical tip. The only fitting parameter was the strength of this dipole, expressed as the enhancement of the electric field immediately beneath the tip relative to the evanescent electric field immediately above the prism's surface, ϵ E tip /E evan . The results showed strikingly that the enhancement can be as large as Ϸ28, implying an intensity enhancement of nearly one thousand.
In contrast to metal probes and samples with small finite skin depth, the silicon tip is essentially transparent to light, as is the glass substrate in the experiment of Ref.
14. The purposes of this paper are to explore the field enhancement in this novel situation and to verify that large enhancements are possible in this case as well. We do this quantitatively using numerical calculations on a model system, as well as qualitatively using a simple electrostatic model that exploits the fact that the tip is small compared with the wavelength of light. The simpler qualitative model allows us to explicitly identify the origin of the field enhancement as contributions arising from an antenna effect and a field dressing that occurs when the tip is within its own radius of curvature of the surface.
A number of problems in electromagnetic scattering theory relevant to ANSOM have been treated in the theoretical literature, yet none have quite approached the geometry of the experiment of Ref. 14. For example, prolate spheroids representing long, sharp objects have long been studied either numerically 24 or as formal extensions of Mie theory. 25 Similar solutions have had a great impact on our understanding of surface-enhanced Raman scattering. 16 Another set of solutions emphasizes scattering of light from spheres or other objects near a surface but illuminated by plane waves. [26] [27] [28] These solutions are performed by several techniques, including multiple expansions and image scatterers. These studies tend to focus on properties of the far-field scattered radiation. In addition, discrete-dipole calculations of oblate metal spheroids on surfaces have verified large near-field enhancements. 29 Specific experiments have also been modeled by assuming spherical tips, for example, Ref. 30 , which models the optical contrast of the experiment.
Scattering by evanescent waves has also been considered in the case of isolated spheres 31 or small clusters of spheres representing an ANSOM tip. 32 These results have shed much light on the role of distance-dependent plasmon resonances as well as on practical issues of resolution and scattered light intensity. They have not, however, sought to address the near-field enhancement of the electric field. Nor is it completely clear how accurately results from a collection of spheres converge to a solid probe tip.
A few numerical studies have also approached specific ANSOM geometries. In one, a new technique is proposed that employs illumination by a Hermite-Gaussian laser beam intended to facilitate two-photon fluorescence spectroscopy. 9 In another, a wedge-shaped tungsten probe tip was found in calculations to give intensity enhancements of several hundred when illuminated by plane waves. 20 While this result is encouraging, it is not clear how applicable it is to the transparent tip in the experiment in Ref. 14. In addition, the enhancement generated by plane waves was found to grow linearly with the volume of the probe, whereas in an evanescent wave most of the tip is not directly illuminated. Additionally, this purely numerical solution was not able to separate out contributions from the antenna and proximity effects.
It is therefore worthwhile to consider a model more closely approximating the conditions of Ref. 14. That is, we incorporate a surface, an incident evanescent wave, and an elongated probe. We model the probe by a prolate spheroid with a length that we are free to vary. In Section 2 we detail this model and its numerical solution using the multiple-multipole (MMP) method. 33 We also briefly treat this model in an electrostatic approximation that underscores the basic physics issues involved in enhancement. In Section 3 we illustrate the numerical model with useful examples that show the size of the field enhancement and its origin. These results also illustrate that resolution is predominantly limited by the size (i.e., the radius of curvature) of the probe tip.
THEORY A. Computational Model
Calculating the near field is fundamentally an exercise in classical electromagnetic scattering theory. Thus the probe and the glass prism are simply represented as linear, isotropic, homogeneous dielectrics with dielectric constants ⑀ and ⑀ g , respectively. We ignore the frequency dependence of these constants, since the incident light is assumed to be monochromatic. For the calculations reported below we take ⑀ ϭ 19 and ⑀ g ϭ 2.25 representing visible radiation with a silicon tip and a glass prism, respectively. We have disregarded the imaginary part of ⑀, since it is small (0.63) and leads to a skin depth in the silicon of ϳ1100 nm, far larger than any tip modeled numerically in this paper.
The geometry of our model is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The prism is represented as a semi-infinite dielectric slab occupying the space z Ͻ 0. We model the probe tip as a prolate spheroid with semimajor axis a and semiminor axis b Ͻ a. Using a smooth, regular shape such as a spheroid greatly simplifies numerical calculations. Notice that the detailed shape of the upper part of the probe is not extremely important, since we are interested in the near field, i.e., within several tens of nanometers near the tip, while the actual atomic force microscope probe tip in the experiment is approximately a narrowly tapered cone of several micrometers in length. We will examine the a dependence of the near field below; for the comparison between different values of a to be meaningful, the spheroids are normalized by fixing the radius of curvature, R c ϭ b 2 /a, at the tip. Below we show results for two sizes of tip, R c ϭ 10 nm and R c ϭ 5 nm, which are typical of ANSOM experiments. In either case R c remains small compared with the wavelength of the incident light. Finally, we let d denote the distance from the probe tip to the surface.
The illuminating light, with vacuum wavelength , is incident from within the glass prism at an angle of incidence inc greater than the critical angle for total internal reflection. The wave vector of the incident light (indicated in Fig. 1 ) and that of the internally reflected light determine the scattering plane, which is taken to be the x -y plane in the model. The light is polarized with its electric field in this plane, so that it will lie along rather than across the probe; this enhances the antenna effect. 20 In the calculations below we choose ϭ 543 nm and inc ϭ 60°; the evanescent wave's intensity then falls off exponentially in the vacuum with a 1/e length of l 0 ϭ 52 nm. In the absence of the probe tip the electric field can be conceptually broken into three components,
denoting, respectively, incident and totally internal reflected plane wave in the glass and the evanescent wave in the vacuum above. These fields are, of course, analytically represented by elementary means. 34 To compute the influence of the probe on the near field, we must solve Maxwell's equations and the vector Helmholtz equations for the electric and magnetic fields, subject to the usual boundary conditions on the surfaces of the prism and the probe. In principle the fields can be expanded into a suitable set of electromagnetic multipoles 35 centered at a convenient location (e.g., the center of our spheroid), with coefficients determined to satisfy the boundary conditions on both the spheroid and the planar surface. However, this is numerically difficult, since the boundaries are far from having the spherical symmetry to which the multipoles are adapted, and the number of coefficients required would be enormous.
A stable numerical alternative is to place small sets of multipole expansions at a carefully chosen set of different expansion centers. This technique is therefore known as the MMP method. 33 The expansion of the electric field takes the generic form
with a similar expansion for the magnetic field. Here the functions f k represent analytical solutions to the Maxwell/ Helmholtz equations, in our case represented by multipoles centered at the various locations r k . The radial dependence of each multipole function is given by an appropriate spherical Bessel function b l (kr), where k denotes the wave number. Boundary conditions for the multipole are specified by the type of Bessel function chosen. If b l is a regular spherical Bessel function j l , then the corresponding multipole does not diverge at its origin. This kind of multipole is placed at the center of the spheroid to describe the fields inside the spheroid. An alternative boundary condition is to set b l ϭ h l ϩ , an outbound spherical Hankel function. This kind of function is appropriate to describe, e.g., the scattered waves outside of the spheroid, but must then be placed inside the spheroid to avoid the singularity that it possesses at r ϭ 0. With the sole exception of the regular multipole describing the field inside the spheroid, all fields in any of the dielectric media are generally represented by multipole expansions centered outside that dielectric.
The coefficients c k are determined by applying boundary conditions in a least-squares sense on a discrete set of matching points ͕s ␣ ͖ on the boundaries between dielectrics. This procedure yields a system of linear equations for the c k 's. Typically the number of matching points chosen is much larger than the number of unknown coefficients, so that these equations are overdetermined. The choice of matching points and multipole expansions must be made carefully, bearing in mind several issues. The multipole orders must be large enough to represent variations in the field, but not large enough that the multipoles oscillate between one matching point and the next. Moreover, the overdetermination of the system of linear equations must be kept in check to avoid numerical problems of ill conditioning. More details can be found in Ref. 33 .
A recipe that we have found useful is the following: Matching points at the prism-vacuum interface are spaced at R c /10 intervals on a square grid of dimension R c on a side. Experience shows that beyond this distance the field rapidly reduces to the simpler solution [Eq. (1)], which we know analytically. On the probe-vacuum interface, we use matching points regularly spaced in the spherical coordinates and , referred to the center of the spheroid. The number of matching points in each coordinate varies between 20 and 80 depending on the eccentricity of the spheroid. Typical matching points are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) for the R c ϭ 10 nm, a ϭ 40 nm spheroid.
Multiple centers are placed along the z axis at various values of z, as indicated in Fig. 2(b) . To represent the fields inside the spheroidal probe tip we use three centers, Fig. 2(b) ]. Multipoles placed at the center are of regular type, as described above. The multipoles centered above and below the spheroid instead have outgoing boundary conditions, determined by the outgoing spherical Hankel Fig. 1 . Geometry of the model. The probe tip is modeled by a prolate spheroid with semimajor and semiminor axes a and b whose lower tip is displaced a distance d above the glass surface. The tip and glass have dielectric constants ⑀ and ⑀ g , respectively. The wave vector k of the incident light lies in the x -z plane at an angle of incidence greater than the critical angle for total internal reflection.
functions h l ϩ . These poles help to follow variations in the field near the comparatively sharp ends of the spheroid.
The scattered field above the plane is represented by a string of outgoing multipoles with centers inside the probe [right side of Fig. 2(b) ]. Two multipole centers are placed at the centers of curvature of the spheroid's ends, at z ϭ d ϩ R c and d ϩ 2a Ϫ R c . In addition, several centers lie at equal intervals ⌬z (typically 2R c ) between these centers. Another multipole center is also placed below the surface of the prism, at z ϭ ϪR c . This is a kind of ''image'' multipole, although experience shows that it is more useful if its position is fixed even when the probe tip moves up and down. Finally, the field inside the glass prism is empirically well represented by a single outgoing multipole expansion placed at the center of curvature of the probe tip, z ϭ d ϩ R c .
With these multipoles in place the MMP method is reasonably stable for multipole orders less than N max ϭ 6-7. Figure 3 illustrates the convergence versus multiple order of the intensity enhancement under the probe tip when the probe is just touching the prism. Under these circumstances the field takes its largest value and experiences its strongest dependence on tip position. Thus this quantity provides the most stringent test of numerical convergence. For each of the a values in Fig. 3 , two sets of enhancement versus N max are shown, for different densities of matching points. Under these circumstances the field intensities in the vicinity of the probe tip are converged to within several percent. In addition, the difference between the fields on either side of each interface between dielectrics is monitored, and the appropriate boundary conditions are maintained at the severalpercent level. This level of convergence is adequate for the semiquantitative estimates we are aiming at here.
Another issue must be kept in mind when this model is used. To realistically model the tip as a macroscopic object in the z direction requires extending our model to the a → ϱ limit. However, as a becomes large, this calculation becomes problematic, since the spheroid is bounded and ultimately exhibits scattering resonances, which alter the field distributions. Typically a resonance places field nodes at the surface of the spheroid, thus effectively reducing the apparent field near the probe tip. We can estimate the value of a for which these resonances appear in the spheroidal model. Regarding the electromagnetic field inside the spheroid as analogous to a quantum mechanical particle in a box, we expect the spheroid to resonate when its smallest dimension 2b ϭ 2ͱR c a becomes comparable to 1/2 the wavelength of the light in the material of which the probe is constructed, probe ϭ /ͱ⑀. Equating the two dimensions suggests that the lowest resonance appears for silicon tips when b becomes larger than Ϸ30 nm.
In the case of a real probe tip these resonances are not expected to be a significant issue, for two reasons: (i) When the tip is very large compared with probe , the resonances should blend together into a quasicontinuum, whereby only an averaged, nonresonant field is observed; (ii) in any real material there are dispersive losses, mean- ing that the standing waves in the tip responsible for resonances may not even form in the first place. For the silicon tips of interest here, the skin depth of visible light is ϳ1100 nm, far smaller than the size of the tip. Thus damping of such resonances would be significant in a real tip, even though we neglect it in the numerical calculations here.
B. Electrostatic Approximation
As illustrated in the next section, much can be learned about the electric field distribution underneath the tip from numerical calculations for finite values of a, specifically in the nonresonant region a р 100 nm. Nevertheless, it is worth a digression here to construct a simpler, analytic model that can suggest qualitatively how large the fields can become in the a → ϱ limit. To do this we assemble an electrostatic model that is easy to implement, is analytic, and approximates the correct shape of the field. These results are presented alongside those of the numerical calculations in Section 3.
The approximate model replaces the probe tip by a point dipole located at the tip's radius of curvature, z ϭ d ϩ R c . 14, 23, 30 The fields due to this dipole and its image dipole in the glass prism, located at z ϭ Ϫd Ϫ R c , then approximate the near field. We determine the size of this dipole using a self-consistent electrostatic approximation. We represent the evanescent field by a uniform field of magnitude E e pointing in the z direction to mimic the vertical component of the incident light. In this field the tip acquires an induced dipole moment of magnitude
where
is the field at the sphere due to the image dipole of magnitude p im . In the case of a small spherical tip of radius R c , ␣ is the familiar polarizability given by
More generally, for an extremely elongated ellipsoid, we must replace this value by the effective field enhancement near the ellipsoid's tip.
as described in Appendix A. The electrostatic potentials above (z Ͼ 0) and below (z Ͻ 0) the prism are given in cylindrical coordinates by
and
where ⑀ g stands for the dielectric constant of the glass from which the prism is made, and p prism is an effective dipole moment to be determined. By applying the appropriate boundary conditions to the electric field E ϭ Ϫٌ⌽ at the prism-vacuum interface, we arrive at the values of the remaining dipoles:
Inserting Eq. (4) and (9) to substitute for E im in Eq. (3) yields a self-consistent equation for the induced dipole moment
( 1 1 ) With these dipole moments determined, the gradients of Eqs. (7) and (8) yield the electric fields in our model. Thus the magnitude of the near field can be obtained in our electrostatic picture, and in particular the value of .
Recalling that is the ratio of the field's magnitude to that of the evanescent wave, we must divide the resulting field by E e .
The resulting expression for the d-dependent tip enhancement for a spherical probe is
The first term in this expression is just the applied field itself. The second term is proportional to the polarizability of the tip and contains terms in its numerator arising from the tip's induced dipole as well as terms due to the image dipole. In addition, this term contains a resonance denominator that arises from the self-consistency of the total electric field. This denominator is largely responsible for additional enhancement that is the proximity of the tip to the surface. The dependence of the enhancement on ␣ highlights the role of the antenna effect. For example, for a spherical silicon tip (⑀ ϭ 19), we find in this approximation ϭ 2.95, which is not particularly large. However, for an elongated tip where Eq. (6) is the appropriate polarizability, we find ϭ 187, far larger than the computed MMP value obtained below. The reason for this overestimate is clear: We are assuming an arbitrarily long probe tip uniformly illuminated by an electric field whose strength is constant in z, in contrast to the actual illumination provided by the evanescent field. In addition, the dipole moments excited in the real tip by a timedependent field only add their contributions to the field coherently within a portion of the tip of order /4.
NEAR FIELD: SIZE, SHAPE, AND STRENGTH
In this section we explore the ANSOM near field using both the detailed MMP calculation and the electrostatic approximation described above. We consider tips of two different representative radii of curvature R c ϭ 10 nm and R c ϭ 5 nm, to help illustrate the importance of R c in determining the properties of the near field.
A. Dependence on Probe Position: Lateral Resolution
An important requirement for successful ANSOM imaging is that the resolution be determined by the size of the probe tip, and not the macroscopic length of the probe. This has been explicitly verified in various calculations of the scattered light 32 and in field enhancement under plane-wave illumination. 20 Here we also verify sharp resolution for the near fields in the evanescently excited silicon tip, showing also the dependence of resolution on the tip's height above the surface. Figure 4 plots the intensity of the field in the x -y plane immediately above the surface of the glass prism, where the molecules being probed would sit, for a probe tip of radius R c ϭ 10 nm hovering d ϭ 2 nm above the surface. In Fig. 4(a) is shown the result of a full MMP calculation for a spheroid of semimajor axis a ϭ 100 nm, while in Fig. 4(b) is shown the corresponding field distribution for the electrostatic approximation in the a → ϱ limit. In both cases the intensity is normalized to the same maximum value in order to emphasize the overall shape of the intensity profile. This normalization accounts for the apparently different background intensity levels in the two cases, since the electrostatic model yields a far higher peak intensity, as discussed above.
The shapes of the two peaks are qualitatively similar, speaking to the general success of the electrostatic model in describing the field shape. Note in particular that the electrostatic results is by construction cylindrically symmetric about the probe's axis and that the full MMP solution is nearly so. Closer examination reveals a small asymmetry in the MMP result, leading to a slightly higher intensity on the downstream (i.e., positive-x) side of the probe. One essential feature apparent in the intensity profiles in Fig. 3 is that their FWHM is of order ϳ10 nm, nearly the same as the radius of curvature of the tip.
To emphasize the relation between resolution and the radius of curvature R c , we plot in Fig. 5 the FWHM of the intensity peaks at the surface versus the probe tipsurface distance d, with both quantities normalized by R c . Figure 5(a) shows the result for the R c ϭ 10 nm tip, while 5(b) shows the result for the R c ϭ 5 nm tip. In both cases the data are calculated for various values of semimajor axis a to illustrate the rapid convergence as a grows. Moreover, the converged curves are very nearly the same for the two tip radii, especially when the tip is close to the surface.
This good agreement underscores the importance of R c in determining the resolution width. Thus when the probe is in contact with the surface (d ϭ 0), the FWHM is roughly 0.6R c . It then grows with increasing d, nearly doubling in width by the time d/R c Ϸ 1. The heavy solid curves in Fig. 5 show the same result calculated within the electrostatic model. This model reproduces the width quite well in the small-d limit yet underestimates the growth in width as the probe tip is lifted from the surface. Still, this simple qualitative model also confirms that R c is the scale of lateral resolution.
B. Vertical Resolution: The Proximity Effect
A second crucial characteristic of the optical near field is its extremely rapid falloff as the tip is removed from the surface. Figure 6 illustrates this effect, plotting field intensity at the surface versus d/R c . Here all fields are normalized by the intensity of the evanescent field just above the prism's surface. For comparison, the dashed curve plots exp(Ϫd/l 0 ), i.e., the rate at which the evanescent field itself would fall off if the probe had no effect. Recall that for our calculations the 1/e length l 0 of the evanescent intensity is 52 nm. For comparison, the calculation for the R c ϭ 5 nm, a ϭ 100 nm tip is also shown.
In all cases, two features are immediately apparent: The intensity is far higher, by two orders of magnitude, than the ambient evanescent intensity, and it falls off far more rapidly. Indeed, the intensity falls to roughly half its d ϭ 0 value by d/R c ϳ 0.1 (note the logarithmic axis in the figure). The vertical resolution is thus even sharper than the lateral resolution and in fact is basically independent of the probe length a. This sharp vertical resolution originates in the proximity effect and falls off rapidly as a result of the 1/d 3 falloff of the induced and images dipole, as suggested by the electrostatic approximation.
C. Dependence on Probe Length: The Antenna Effect
Finally, we address explicitly the dependence of the field intensity itself on the probe length, i.e., the antenna effect. To demonstrate this effect we show in Fig. 7 the intensity enhancement 2 at the surface as a function of the semimajor axis a, again scaled by R c . When a/R c ϭ 1 the probe is spherical, and when a/R c Ͼ 1 the probe is prolate with radius of curvature maintained at R c nm at the tip. The case shown is for the tip just touching the surface, d ϭ 0.
As was the case for the resolution width, here the agreement between the R c ϭ 10 nm and R c ϭ 5 nm tips is quite good, especially for small values of a. For a spherical tip we understand that the strength of the induced dipole is ϳ R c 3 , while the near field a distance R c from the dipole is proportional to 1/R c 3 . The two factors cancel, leaving the absolute intensities nearly equal in the limit where the sphere is far smaller than the wavelength of light. As a/R c grows, this trend changes somewhat, and the results for the two tips begin to diverge. Moreover, at larger values of a/R c , both curves begin to show saturation behavior as less of the tip is directly illuminated by the evanescent wave. For the R c ϭ 10 nm tip, the intensity in fact drops abruptly when a/R c ϳ 12, i.e., when b ϳ 30 nm, signaling the onset of internal resonances as anticipated in subsection 2 A. When the spheroid becomes large enough to support resonances, the fields inside the probe (and hence in the near field outside the probe) begin to change qualitatively in character, destroying the growing trend in 2 . By contrast, the R c ϭ 5 nm tip does not experience this falloff in the range shown, since even for the largest a calculated, the semiminor axis only gets as large as b Ϸ 22 nm, too narrow to support these resonant states. Figure 7 illustrates that the intensity enhancement is у250, implying a field enhancement у 15, already half the observed value. How much larger it would go in the limit of large a remains uncertain, owing to the fundamental resonance limit of the ellipsoidal model. However, we can attempt an estimate based on the Padé approximant technique. 36 Specifically, we fit the rising part of 2 versus a/R c to the
This particular rational function correctly expresses both the observed linear behavior of 2 at small a/R c and the fact that the intensity must saturate at large a/R c .
The approximants are shown in Fig. 7 ; the dashed curve is for the R c ϭ 10 nm tip, and the solid curve is for the R c ϭ 5 nm tip. The fits are easily extrapolated to tips of infinite length, yielding ϭ 30 Ϯ 5 for the R c ϭ 10 nm tip and ϭ 22 Ϯ 2 for the R c ϭ 5 nm tip, with uncertainties arising from the scatter in the computed points. Without taking these values too seriously, we nevertheless note that they are of approximately the same magnitude as the experimentally inferred value ϭ 28. Moreover, the smaller tip yields a somewhat smaller enhancement, since it presents a smaller volume to the evanescent field.
CONCLUSIONS
To reiterate, we have theoretically verified several aspects of the near field generated by apertureless NSOM: (i) The resolution in both the horizontal and vertical directions is determined primarily by the sharpness of the probe tip; (ii) The intensity delivered to the sample arises both from the macroscopic length of the probe and from a significant proximity effect as the tip nears the surface; (iii) based on numerical simulations for ⑀ ϭ 19, the magnitude of the field enhancement at the probe tip is у 15. Additionally, the electrostatic approximation notes that grows linearly with ⑀, suggesting that further enhancement can be obtained by crafting the probe from a suitable material. This large enhancement occurs even in the absence of a plasmon resonance, which is of course expected to enhance the field even further.
APPENDIX A: ELECTROSTATIC FIELD ENHANCEMENT
In this appendix we determine the field enhancement at the tip of a prolate spheroidal dielectric in a uniform static field directed along its long axis. For this purpose we adapt the general result derived in Section 5.3 of Ref.
37 but with the long axis of the spheroid along the z, rather than the x, axis. Reference 37 casts the problem in the prolate spheroidal coordinates (, , ).
An applied potential ⌽ e ϭ ϪE e z induces a potential outside the spheroid that is a function of only:
where L 3 is given by the integral To evaluate the induced electric field right at the tip, we need to compute Ϫ‫ץ‬⌽ ind /‫ץ‬z at the Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) ϭ (0,0,a). Setting z ϭ aϩ␦ in the vicinity of the tip, we find that Ϸ 2a␦, and that
where the integral now takes the form 
In this last step we have used the fact that in the limit of small ␦, g(␦) approaches L 3 , which vanishes for large a.
The magnitude of the induced field becomes, after substitution of the appropriate coefficients from Eq. (A5),
This enhancement factor, (⑀ Ϫ 1), replaces the factor 2(⑀ Ϫ 1)/(⑀ ϩ 2) that arises from a dielectric sphere in a field.
